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ABSTRACT: We report the vertical alignment of propylene carbonate (PC)
molecules interacting with Et4N
+ and BF4
− which are confined in extremely
narrow slit pores (w ∼ 0.7 nm) of carbide-derived carbon and pitch-based
activated carbon fiber. On the basis of X-ray diffraction (XRD), electron radial
distribution function analysis reveals that the nearest PC−PC distance is 0.05−
0.06 nm shorter than that in the bulk solution, indicating dense packing of PC
molecules in the pores. This confinement effect results from the vertically
aligned PC molecules, which are indicated by the reverse Monte Carlo
analysis. The ensemble structure of PC molecules in the subnanometer carbon
pores will provide better understanding the supercapacitor function.
INTRODUCTION
The global trend directed toward the decreasing the use of
fossil fuels and nuclear energy has made the issue of safe storage
of electric energy even more important than ever. There are
nowadays two solutions for electrochemical energy storage:
Batteries and supercapacitors that are complementary regarding
their power/energy performance. In the case of supercapacitors,
a marked increase in the capacitance has been achieved in the
past few years.1−5 Supercapacitor electrodes contain ions in the
micropores of carbon, with the size slightly larger than the ion
size. Therefore, “the ionic solution” in narrow carbon spaces
should be different from the bulk solution. It has been recently
shown that molecules and ions in carbon micropores may
acquire different structures depending on the pore size. For
instance, nanoscale crystalline structures can form in carbon
micropores even above the melting temperature of the bulk
solid.6,7 More recently, the high-pressure phase of KI, which
needs 1.9 GPa for transformation from the ambient pressure
phase, was observed in cylindrical single-walled carbon pores
below 0.1 MPa.8 Extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) analysis evidenced the presence of partially
dehydrated alkali metal ions in the carbon micropores.9 Thus,
confinement of ions and molecules in nanoscale pores may
induce their unusual arrangement. In case of the confinement
of neutral molecules, the attractive interaction originates from
the dispersion interaction, and the interaction extent is limited
in 1−2 nm for a small molecule such as N2. On the contrary,
electrostatic interaction is a longer range interaction, and the
ion in the micropore can influence another ion at a larger
distance than the size of the ion and the solvent molecules.
Accordingly, the ionic solution structure in the carbon
micropores can differ from the bulk ionic solution. Theoretical
studies also have shown the necessity of improved under-
standing of highly concentrated ions in the carbon pores.10−13
In our previous work, X-ray scattering was used for elucidating
the structure of organic electrolytic solution constrained in
carbon pores of 1.0 nm in the average pore width; the addition
of bulky electrolytic ions in the organic solvent in the carbon
pore spaces brought about a marked change in the solvent
distribution.14 Chmiola et al.15 showed that even bulky organic
cations could be accommodated in subnanometer scale carbon
poresless than 1 nm in widthusing carbide-derived carbons
(CDCs). Moreover, a slight decrease of the pore width only by
0.4 nm induced a more than 2-fold increase in the capacitance.
dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp311896q
This indicates distinctly that the structure of confined organic
molecules/ions is highly sensitive to the pore width in the
subnanometer range. Consequently, there is a need to elucidate
the structure of organic electrolyte in the subnanometer carbon
pores to understand the molecular packing as the first step
toward understanding the supercapacitor operation. In this
paper, the distribution of Et4NBF4 and propylene carbonate
(PC) molecules in porous carbons with pores of ∼0.7 nm is
discussed. Here we used samples of CDC and pitch-based
activated carbon fiber (ACF).
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
CDC and ACF were used after grinding in an agate mortar.
The N2 adsorption isotherms of CDC and ACF were measured
at 77 K volumetrically using automatic adsorption equipment
after the preheating at 393 K and 1 mPa for 2 h. The surface
area and microporosity of these carbon samples were
determined from the N2 adsorption isotherms.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were
measured using a monochromatized Al Kα X-ray source
under 10−6 Pa (AXIS-ULTRA DLD, Shimazu).
Nanoporous carbon sample was pretreated at 393 K and 1
mPa for 2 h, and then it was immersed in PC and 0.5 M
Et4NBF4−PC solution. The PC and Et4NBF4 deposited on the
external surface of the nanoporous carbon were evaporated at
373 K for 3 h under a N2 flow of 100 mL min
−1. The residual
amount of PC and/or Et4NBF4 on the external surface was less
than 10%, which was determined by thermal gravimetric (TG)
analysis (Supporting Information, Figure S1).
The synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the
solution-impregnated carbons and dry carbon samples were
measured at 303 K by use of beamline BL02B2, SPring-8,
where the wavelength of the incident X-ray was 0.1002 nm.
Also the synchrotron XRD patterns of bulk PC and Et4NBF4−
PC solution were measured for comparison; the Lindemann
glass capillary cell of 0.5 mm in diameter was used. The PC or
Et4NBF4−PC solution embedded carbon was regarded as a
three-phase mixed system consisting of molecules and/or ions
in the pores, solid carbon, and vacant pore spaces. The
necessary X-ray scattering from the interference term between
adsorbed molecules in the pore was extracted according to the
procedures given in the preceding papers.6,14
The reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) simulation was carried out
using the XRD data on the interference term between
molecules in the carbon pores after the correction procedures.
The probable molecular arrangement was deduced, which
agreed with experimental XRD data after the above correction.
Recent simulation studies have encouraged the use of a more
realistic pore model.16−18 However, a slit-shaped carbon model
consisting of double graphene sheets was used for the RMC
simulation, because the three-phase mixed system in the
nonslit-shaped pore is too complex for simulation and the
breadth of the graphitic wall units from XRD is about 3 nm (3.0
nm for CDC and 3.4 nm for ACF), indicating the interaction of
molecules with the flat graphitic walls. As to PC and Et4NBF4,
we used a fully atomistic model. We did not take into account
contribution of surface oxygen atoms in the RMC procedure. A
new configuration was generated in an RMC trial that was
randomly chosen by moving (including rotation), inserting, and
deleting a molecule. The ratio of the number of molecules of
Et4NBF4 and PC was fixed in the calculation, being determined
from the experimental conditions. The RMC simulation was
repeated over 5 000 000 steps until there was no more
improvement in the fitting between simulated XRD pattern
and the experimental one. In this RMC, the atomic
configuration of molecules in the pore was optimized and no
molecular structural distortion was assumed.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows N2 adsorption isotherms of as-received CDC
and ACF at 77 K and their αs plots. Both isotherms are of
IUPAC type I, indicating that both carbons are microporous.
Correspondingly, the high-resolution αs plots have a clear
upward swing below αs = 0.5, indicating that both carbons have
very narrow distributions of micropores of less than 1 nm in
width.19 We can determine precisely the specific surface area
and micropore volume of both carbons using the subtracting
pore effect (SPE) method,20 as listed in Table 1. The SPE
surface area of CDC is much larger than that of ACF, and
thereby CDC should have thinner pore walls than ACF. The
average slit pore widths of CDC and ACF are almost similar
regardless of the great difference in the SPE surface area. The
N2 adsorption analysis evidences that both carbons are almost
ultramicroporous. The chemistry of pore walls of CDC and
ACF was examined by XPS (see the Supporting Information).
Figure 1. N2 adsorption isotherms of CDC and ACF at 77 K (a) and their high-resolution αs plots (b).
Table 1. Parameters of Pore Structures of CDC and ACF
carbon Sαs/m
2 g−1 Vαs/cm
3 g−1 w/nm
CDC 1640 0.59 0.72
ACF 1160 0.47 0.75
The C1s XPS spectra of both carbons had a broader peak with
a shoulder on the higher binding energy side, indicating the
presence of surface oxygen groups. The C1s XPS spectra were
deconvoluted assuming the following valence states of carbon:
CC at 284.5 eV, C−C at 285.5 eV, C−O at 286.1 eV, CO
at 287.0 eV, and COO− at 289.0 eV (Supporting Information,
Figure S2).21 At the same time, O1s XPS spectra of both
carbons were measured. The peak intensity ratios of O1s
against C1s were 0.3 for CDC and 0.05 for ACF. The O/C
ratios of the graphite crystals of Madagascar graphite, grafoil,
and less crystalline graphite are in the range of 0.02−0.07
according to Ohba and Kaneko.22 The surface oxygen content
of CDC is considerably large owing to the very thin pore walls
compared with ACF.
Figure 2 shows synchrotron XRD patterns of porous carbons,
PC impregnated carbons, and PC electrolytic solution-
impregnated carbons at 303 K. ACF has three broad peaks
around 16.9, 30, and 52 nm−1, which are assigned to (002),
(100) and (101), and (110) reflections of graphite. On the
other hand, CDC has almost no peak around 14.9 nm−1, being
an obscure shoulder; in-plane reflections are observed around
30 and 52 nm−1, being close to ACF. The XRD feature of CDC
suggests the presence of extremely thin graphitic pore walls.
Probably CDC has a single curved graphene-like wall structure,
agreeing with the N2 adsorption data and molecular dynamics
simulation.23,24 Also these structural features of CDC are in
agreement with the previous studies.23,24 The XRD patterns of
PC-impregnated and PC electrolytic solution impregnated
samples of CDC and ACF are similar to each other, and they
have three peaks near the s values of ACF. However, the peak at
the smallest s shifts slightly to a smaller value compared with
those of the pure carbon, although CDC has a shoulder peak at
the low s value. The most intense peak positions around s =
14−17 nm−1 are summarized in Table 2. The right-side shift of
the main peak of bulk PC and PC−Et4NBF4 solution is
observed by confinement of PC and PC−Et4NBF4 solution for
both carbons. The peak position of PC and PC + Et4NBF4
confined in carbon pores is affected by the (002) reflection of
carbon samples, and thereby we must correct the reflection by
the carbon samples. Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of PC
and PC + Et4NBF4 confined in carbon pores of CDC and ACF
after careful correction procedures.6,14 The XRD patterns of
bulk PC and bulk Et4NBF4−PC solution are also shown for
comparison. The strong peaks around s = 14−15 nm−1 of
confined PC and Et4NBF4−PC solution shift to the right
compared with those of bulk PC and the solution. In addition
to the strong peak around s = 14−15 nm−1, confined PC and
Et4NBF4−PC solution have very broad peaks around 31 and 55
nm−1, whereas it is quite difficult to observe the XRD peaks of
the bulk PC and Et4NBF4−PC solution at the corresponding s-
regions. Consequently, confined PC and PC + Et4NBF4 should
have more ordered and closely packed structures than bulk PC
liquid. This explanation can be explicitly shown by the electron
radial distribution function (ERDF) analysis of these XRD
patterns. Figure 4 shows the ERDFs of PC confined in pores of
CDC and ACF, in comparison with bulk PC. Confined PC has
a similar nearest-neighbor peak at about 0.48 nm, clearly shifted
to a shorter distance by 0.05−0.06 nm compared with that of
bulk PC. Also, the amplitude of the confined PC is larger than
that of bulk PC. Ohba et al. evaluated the PC intermolecular
structure in the carbon slit pore with grand canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) simulation using a 13-centered model for a
rigid PC molecule.25 The simulation predicts both the shorter
distance shift of the nearest-neighbor peak and enhancement of
the amplitude for the confined PC molecules, as observed
Figure 2. XRD patterns of carbon, PC-impregnated carbon (PC-carbon), and Et4NBF4−PC-impregnated carbon (EL-carbon): CDC (a) and ACF
(b).
Table 2. Position of the Most Intense Peak (nm−1)
PC
bulk
EL
bulk CDC ACF
PC-
CDC
EL-
CDC
PC-
ACF
EL-
ACF
13.6 13.5 14.9 16.9 14.5 14.6 15.8 16.1
Figure 3. Corrected XRD patterns of PC and Et4NBF4−PC confined
in pores of CDC and ACF and the XRD pattern of bulk PC at 303 K.
above. Therefore, PC molecules in pores are packed in a denser
way than in the bulk PC. Also, the effect of confinement of PC
molecules in the pores is observed in the long-range structure.
The second nearest-neighbor peak (at about 1 nm) of the
confined PC is shifted to a shorter distance as well. This shift
also indicates a dense packing of PC molecules in the pore
space. PC molecules in the pores of ACF have a sharper second
peak than those of CDC, while the second peak of PC
molecules in pores of CDC is very wide. Consequently, the
carbon space of ACF leads to a considerably more ordered
packing of solvent molecules than that in CDC; the pore space
of CDC should be too narrow to construct the higher packing
structure, even though the average pore width difference
between ACF and CDC is only 0.03 nm. The fine control of
the pore width of ACF is more difficult than CDC, and thereby
XRD analysis using a series of CDC samples having different
pore widths must be carried out in future. Figure 5 shows the
ERDFs of Et4NBF4−PC and PC confined in the pores and the
bulk solution. The addition of Et4NBF4 to PC does not change
remarkably the ERDF of the bulk PC since the nearest-
neighbor peak does not shift. However, a decrease of the
amplitude of the nearest-neighbor peak is observed upon
addition of the salt in the constrained solution, although such
change is not observed in the bulk solution (Figure 2). This
could stem from the less ordered packing of bulky Et4N ions.
They can induce a partial disordering in the highly packed PC
molecular assembly in the pores. As PC is a polar molecule and
the Coulombic interaction affects the intermolecular alignment
of PC molecules, the above result can be also interpreted by the
partial disordering of the PC molecular assembly through the
local electrostatic interaction around ions.
Further insight of intermolecular structures in the absence
and presence of Et4NBF4 could be obtained by the RMC
analysis of XRD patterns, even though the RMC cannot
provide a conclusive structure, but a plausible one. Figure 6a
shows an excellent agreement between the experimental and
RMC-simulated XRD patterns of PC and Et4NBF4−PC
solution confined in pore of CDC. Snapshots of Figure 6,
parts b and c, show an irregular structure with isolated Et4N
+
ions which do not form ion pairs with BF4
−. At the same time,
we can see that PC and Et4N
+ molecules are vertically oriented
against the pore walls, as shown in Figure 6c. In these narrow
pores of 0.7 nm width, the long axis of PC and Et4N
+
fits the
slit width of the pore. Therefore, an unusual vertical alignment
of PC and Et4N
+ leads to a denser packing. The molecular
alignment in the pore can be better understood from the
distribution of PC molecules and the component atoms of the
PC molecule in the pore space through the snapshot analysis.
Figure 7 shows such distributions for Et4NBF4−PC in the pore
of CDC and ACF. Here the pore wall is assumed to be a
completely smooth basal plane of graphite, and thereby
discerning of CDC and ACF is carried out by the different
slit widths. Generally speaking, both distributions are very close
to each other. Nevertheless we can notice that PC molecules
are most distributed near the center in the smaller CDC pore
compared with those in the wider ACF pore. The analysis of
the atom distribution in the PC molecule can provide
information on the orientation of the molecule. The PC
molecule has three antisymmetrical oxygen atoms. Accordingly,
a higher distribution of oxygen atoms and carbon atoms
indicates the orientational direction of the PC molecule. Figure
8 shows two representative molecular orientation models of the
PC molecule in the slit pore. One is standing up against the
pore wall and another is parallel to the pore wall. Both
orientations give completely different atomic distributions
Figure 4. Electron radial distribution functions of PC impregnated in
pores of CDC and ACF, in comparison with bulk PC.
Figure 5. Electron radial distribution functions of PC, electrolyte PC
solutions confined in pores, and the bulk electrolyte solution.
Figure 6. Agreement between the experimental and RMC-simulated
XRD patterns (a) for PC and Et4NBF4−PC confined in pores of CDC
and top (b) and side (c) views of snapshots of Et4NBF4−PC solution
in the slit pores from RMC simulation.
along the slit width direction. The atomic distribution from the
snapshot agrees with the vertical orientation, if we allow two
identical orientations in the slit space. Fundamental features of
the vertical alignment are similar in the pores of CDC and
ACF. PC molecules may be slightly tilted in the narrower pore
of CDC, which should lead to the observed disordered second
nearest-neighbor structure. The effect of addition of Et4NBF4
can be examined using the distribution of molecules as well,
although we cannot discuss the orientation of Et4N
+ ions
themselves, because the molecular number is too small for
getting the average information. As the molecular shape of
Et4N
+ is very different from that of PC, a partial disorientation
of PC molecules occurs, considering the decrease in the
amplitude of the nearest-neighbor peak. However, still there are
many vertically aligned PC molecules in the pore. Thus, PC
molecules should have very unusual intermolecular interactions
in the very small carbon pores of about 0.7 nm.
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of ERDF and RMC analyses, we indicated the
vertical alignment of PC molecules interacting with Et4N
+ and
BF4
− which are confined in extremely narrow slit pores of CDC
and ACF. The nearest PC−PC distance is 0.05−0.06 nm
shorter than that in the bulk solution, showing dense packing of
PC molecules in the pores. It is essentially important that PC
molecules can have the most dense assembly structure
according to the nanoscale pore geometry. Future efforts
should be directed toward unveiling the structure of the PC-
based molecular assemblies confined in the subnanoscale pores
under the electrical potential.
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